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Explanations in the theory and practice of teaching 
Hungarian as a foreign language (HFL): 

the example of vowel harmony

As we welcome the tenth year of the publication of this journal, it is worth 
taking stock and asking how far the teaching of HFL has come in the last decade 
in terms of gaining autonomy as a discipline. I will be looking here specifi cally at 
the explanations offered to the student of HFL of the fundamental notion of vowel 
harmony in three works published within the last decade, two of them aimed at the 
teacher of HFL (Hegedűs 2005; Szili 2006) and one aimed at those wishing to learn 
Hungarian via English (Rounds and Sólyom 2002). I should say at the outset that 
all three of these recent works are, of course, by highly qualifi ed and experienced 
teachers of HFL and contain a wealth of useful information and insights which I 
certainly fi nd very helpful in my everyday teaching of Hungarian, and I must empha-
size that no specifi c criticisms made here should be taken to impugn their immense 
overall value. In particular, Hegedűs 2005 must be mentioned as a highly original 
and unusually detailed summation of a lifetime’s work in the fi eld; it devotes, how-
ever, less than 10 pages (out of more than 300) to the sounds and sound-system of 
Hungarian.

The most obvious point that must be made is that in all three works under con-
sideration the presentation of vowel harmony (VH) does not differ in essence from 
that in traditional Hungarian textbooks aimed at Hungarian students. This means that 
the foreign learner is provided with much general information on the topic, some of 
it irrelevant, while not being provided with specifi c information that is absolutely 
essential for language learning. For example, the “stylistic and musical effect” of VH 
(Szili 2006, 12) or the citing of a Hungarian writer’s view that “Hungarian is richer 
in vowel sounds” than some other languages (Hegedűs 2005, 303) may be of some 
interest to some people in native (and/or naïve) discussions of the topic, but aesthet-
ics is hardly relevant to language learning. What the learner needs to know about 
VH is only HOW TO DETERMINE WHICH FORM OF A VARIABLE-VOWEL 
SUFFIX IS ADDED TO A PARTICULAR STEM. 

A straightforward and unambiguous answer to this question is diffi cult to obtain 
from these works. One reason for this is their confusion of phonetics with phonol-
ogy, aggravated in the case of the Hungarian-language works by the fact that the 
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Hungarian term hangtan (preferred perhaps on the puristic grounds that fonetika 
and fonológia are “unnecessary foreignisms” in Hungarian) is ambiguous between 
these two terms. But the distinction is absolutely vital, as the learner of the basic 
kind of VH in Hungarian, palatovelar harmony, needs to know whether a particular 
stem is PHONOLOGICALLY front or PHONOLOGICALLY back (let us call these 
Front Vowel Words, FVWs, and Back Vowel Words, BVWs, respectively.) That is, 
the learner needs a rule for determining VH CLASS, which is either phonologically 
front or phonologically back. Frontness or Backness is a PROPERTY OF STEMS 
USED IN HUNGARIAN and correlates only partly with the phonetic features of 
the vowels found in them. 

A particularly confusing point for the learner is the notion of ‘vegyes hangrend’ 
(Szili 2006, 12; Hegedűs 2005, 308; ‘mixed [vowel] words’: Rounds and Sólyom 
2002, 16). This term is a purely phonetic description of certain stems in terms of 
vowel combinations found within them. It does not help in the unambiguous de-
termination of whether a word is a BVW or a FVW. For example, it is possible for 
the same phonetic sequence of sounds to represent both a BVW and a FVW: szív 
‘heart’ is a FVW, szív ‘sucks, draws on, inhales’ is a BVW; ír ‘Irish(man)’ is a FVW, 
ír ‘writes’ is a BVW. 

In previous publications (most recently, in Hungarian, in Sherwood 2007 [2008], 
25–27) I have given what I have found to be for teaching purposes the most useful 
formulation of the VH CLASS rule and the reader is referred to that article for de-
tails. As that article in particular shows, since the choice for the learner is a matter 
of EITHER/OR, in fact no reference at all need be made to phonetics or phonology 
for determining VH CLASS in Hungarian for the learner: one could just as well 
refer to “words belonging to Class A or Class B”, or use any other pair of terms. 
Such EITHER/OR variation accounts for ALL BUT ONE kind of vowel harmony 
variation in Hungarian. 

As teachers will know, that one other kind of VH variation found in Hungar-
ian is labial (rounding) harmony, and it may be asked how this fi ts with the scheme 
outlined so far. This is a vital issue. Rounding harmony (RH) is certainly found in 
Hungarian, and for this it is certainly unavoidably necessary to discuss phonetic is-
sues, in particular the notion of lip-rounding. However, it should be noted that this is 
relatively easy to demonstrate to students visually as well as audially (no problematic 
discussion of tongue positions and so forth is involved). In fact, because of this, it is 
probably better to retain the terminology of BVWs and FVWs, making it quite clear 
that these are phonological terms, while RH is a matter of phonetics.

The crucial point about RH is that it is found only at ONE POINT in the sound 
system of Hungarian: when there is the THREE-VOWEL ALTERNATION IN SUF-
FIXES of the vowels o/e/ö, which (signifi cantly) lacks a long counterpart and must 
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be very carefully distinguished from the other alternation involving an e, the a/e 
alternation. It should be noted by the teacher (though it should be probably be kept 
from the student) that the latter alternation contains a historically different e that has 
always been phonetically more open and with which in certain (non-standard) Hun-
garian dialects the historically more phonetically closed e (in traditional Hungarian 
phonetic notation: ë) found in the three-vowel alternation has still not merged.

It must be stated unequivocally for learners, too, that RH is of a completely 
different nature from palatovelar harmony and is not to do with the VH CLASS 
rule. RH is NOT A PROPERTY OF STEMS. It involves an ADDITIONAL RULE, 
which affects ONLY ADJACENT SEGMENTS in FVWs. It is therefore misleading 
to say that 

„Ha az alapszó utolsó szótagjában magas kerekítéses (labiális) van, a szótő és a kötő-
hangzója ajakműködés szerint is harmonizálhat” [If the fi nal syllable of the base has 
a high rounded vowel ü, ö, ű, ő the stem and its link(ing) vowel can/may harmonize 
according to lip-rounding] (Szili 2006, 12)

or that 

„you will use the rounded variant if the last vowel of a front rounded word is rounded” 
(Rounds and Sólyom 2002, 17; emphases mine throughout – P. S.).

Hegedűs fails to give any explicit rule of RH, but she, too, implies in her exam-
ples that rounding harmony operates on stems (Hegedűs 2005, 308).

It is especially confusing for the learner when the two kinds of harmony are 
treated at the same level, as in the claim that there exist ’front rounded (vowel) 
words’ (Rounds and Sólyom 2002, 17, 44, etc). This claim is absolutely false: there 
is no category of ”front rounded (vowel) word” in Hungarian in the way there is a 
category of ”front (or back) vowel word”. RH must not be defi ned in terms of (the 
fi nal vowel of) stems: this is clear from the comparison of forms such as gyerek-hez, 
gyerek-ek-hez ’to (a) child, to children’ with, say, gyerek-ünk-höz, gyerek-ük-höz ’to 
our child, to their child’. There are examples from the verb system, too: öl-tök ’you 
(pl.) kill’ but öl-i-tek ’you (pl.) kill it/him/her etc.’, where –tok/-tek/-tök ’you (pl.)’ 
is unquestionably a (indeed: the same) segmentable suffi x, found in both the verb 
and the noun systems with exactly the same meaning. Here it is absolutely clear that 
the form of the case or person suffi x (respectively) is determined by the immediately 
preceding vowel and that this vowel is not necessarily a stem or part of a stem. 

As I see it the RH rule is approximately as follows: When the only THREE-
VOWEL ALTERNATION is encountered anywhere in the suffi xation of a phono-
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logically Front Vowel Word, the presence of one of the vowels ö/ő/ü/ű in the SYL-
LABLE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THAT SUFFIX triggers the variant with ö 
in the realization of the suffi x. Otherwise, the vowel variant is (default) e.

To make this rule work simply and clearly, it is essential to have a unitary 
representation (in fact, a morphophonemic ’formula’) for all the suffi xes of Hungar-
ian. Thus we can abbreviate with a symbol, fi rst of all, „the only THREE-VOWEL 
ATERNATION”, so that the student can see when the rule is triggered. Linguists 
have used various abbreviatory (morphophonemic) conventions, such as the numeral 
3 in the symbol –T3K, for –tok/-tek/-tök ’you (pl.)’, found in some of the work of 
Daniel Abondolo. I use the Greek letter beta (details in e.g. Sherwood 2007 [2008], 
passim), but any consistent symbol would do, always provided it is clearly distinct 
from the symbol for the a/e alternation (for which I use the Greek letter alpha). 

A closely related barrier to the clearer perception of the morphophonological 
machinery of Hungarian is the traditional insistence in the teaching materials on the 
notion of ’kötőhangzók’ [link(ing) vowels] (Szili 2006, 12, 15–20, etc; Hegedűs 2005, 
57, etc [although it is notable that she tends to avoid the term and it is not in the vol-
ume’s extensive index]; the term ’linking vowel’ in Rounds and Sólyom is used both 
for any vowel supplied before the plural –K and accusative –T and also for the epen-
thetic vowels in e.g. the verb system, as in ért-<e>-nek ’they understand’: Rounds and 
Sólyom 2002, 17, 43, etc.). The teacher must, however, distinguish between the noun 
and the verb systems in this respect. For one thing, there is no true vowel epenthesis 
in the noun system: compare, from paraszt ’peasant’, parasztnak/*parasztanak ’to/
for/of a peasant’ with, from akaszt ’hang (tr.)’, *akasztnak/akasztanak ’they hang (tr.)’ 
(NB For the specifi c non-occurrence of *akasztnak, as opposed to, say, the alternative 
forms akasztalak/akasztlak ’I hang you’, see NSz I 2006, 842. Despite the foregoing, 
the form akasztnak can sporadically be found, as e.g. Googling it readily reveals. 
This issue needs further theoretical and practical discussion but it is not necessary 
to go further into it for teaching purposes: a learner should probably not be taught to 
produce forms such as *akasztnak, *tanítnak, etc.). 

Having confi ned epenthesis to the verb system, one can then treat any vowel 
before the plural and accusative markers in the noun system not as an epenthetic 
(’linking’) vowel but as part of the suffi x, abbreviating/symbolizing it with (in my 
approach) either (1) the beta vowel (productive, regular nouns, such as csomag/szörf/
rend ’package/surfi ng/order’: csomag-ot/szörf-öt/rend-et) or (2) the alpha vowel 
(exceptions, such as ház/könyv ’house/book’: ház-at/könyv-et. Note how these last 
two are a single type of exception, not two different types, as so often, erroneously, 
in descriptions of Hungarian). While this is ahistorical to the extent that alpha vowels 
are historically part of the stem, and there are undoubtedly further complications, 
for example with the supply of the vowel for the accusative, there are also a number 
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of additional benefi ts in this approach, which express larger linguistic truths and, 
overall, simplify the presentation of the system (compare e.g. denominal verb forma-
tion with the suffi x -L: regular, beta csomagol/szörföl/rendel ’pack/surf/order’ with 
exceptional, alpha házal/könyvel ’hawk goods/keep the books’; or adjective-forming 
-S, creating e.g. házas/könyves ’married/bookish, book-’).

Further evidence that rounding harmony is an additional, relatively late(r) 
development in Hungarian and to be kept apart from palatovelar harmony may 
be provided by one of the languages genealogically related to Hungarian, Eastern 
(Meadow) Mari. In this language, the inessive case suffi x, for example, has the pos-
sible forms –što/-šte/-štö (Kangasmaa-Minn 1998, 226). While the details of the suf-
fi xation rule differ considerably, as is to be expected, it seems worth suggesting that 
this additional, but in neither Uralic language systematic or widespread, rounding 
harmony is an areal (contact) phenomenon: the speakers of earlier forms of each of 
these languages spent several hundred years in close contact with (different) Turkic 
peoples, whose languages are typically characterized by more systematic and wide-
spread palatovelar AND rounding (labial) harmony.

*
As this sketch shows, published approaches to the explanation of (at least this, 

fundamental and important aspect of) Hungarian grammar in teaching HFL remain, 
even in the fi rst decade of the 21st century, fairly fi rmly rooted in 20th and even 
19th century notions of how the Hungarian language was (and in many schools and 
colleges still is) described for native Hungarians. For effective TFL, it is time for a 
more radical approach. 
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Sherwood, Peter
Explanations in the theory and practice of teaching Hungarian as a foreign language (HFL): 

the example of vowel harmony
How should the teacher of HFL explain the basic issues of Hungarian grammar? This article celebrates 
the tenth anniversary of Hungarológiai Évkönyv by considering three publications that have appeared 
in the course of the new millennium (two outstanding guides for teachers of HFL by the Hungarian 
grandes dames of the subject, and a new version of Routledge’s widely-available Colloquial Hungar-
ian) with respect to their treatment of a single – albeit fundamental – topic, likely to be alien to most 
learners: vowel harmony. It is striking that the treatment in these works is still not very different from 
what is found in older schoolbooks for native speakers: for example, the aesthetics of the sound-system 
are often invoked; phonetics is rarely distinguished from phonology; and palatovelar and labial harmony 
are treated at the same level, leading to misunderstanding of the principles involved. The learner needs 
completely explicit rules. For vowel harmony there are two needed. The fi rst is an explicit palatovelar 
Vowel Harmony Class rule, which establishes whether ANY STEM used in Hungarian is phonologi-
cally a Back Vowel Word or a Front Vowel Word and thus ensures the production of the correct form 
of the vast majority of alternating suffi xes. The author’s most recent formulation of this rule is given, 
in Hungarian, in SHERWOOD 2007 [2008]:25-7. (This article is marred by a number of unfortunate 
misprints). The second rule that is needed is given here. It is a Rounding Harmony rule, which – ap-
plied subsequently to the fi rst – ensures the production of the correct form of the remaining alternat-
ing suffi xes. This second rule applies in ONLY ONE alternation (e/ö//o) and its domain is adjacent 
syllables, NOT STEMS (e.g. gyerek-hez ‘to (a) child’ but gyerek-ünk-höz ‘to our child’). The article 
further considers some implications of these rules for the teaching of HFL.
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